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DIFFERENCE
THE RAINBIRD

WHO WE ARE
Rainbird is an Australian owned and operated business, based in the heart of Melbourne, 
Victoria. As a small team we’re passionate about the products and services we provide and 
are committed to exceeding the expectations of our customers while always standing behind 
everything we do.

WHAT WE DO
At Rainbird, we’ve dedicated ourselves to making it better 
no matter the weather. That’s why for almost 40 years we’ve 
been designing premium weatherproof gear that not only 
looks great, but that you’ll actually want to wear. Loved by 
Aussies who count on us for their comfort, protection and 
style our products have been designed with performance and 
functionality in mind - built to keep the weather out, while 
keeping you protected, no matter the forecast. Whether it’s 
staying dry during your morning commute, keeping the cold 
at bay on your daily dog walk or toughing it out on the job 
site - Rainbird has you covered.

WE INNOVATE
Our in-house team of weatherproof experts are committed 
to researching and exploring the latest innovations in 
textiles available, bringing to life premium outerwear for our 
customers that can deliver on superior performance, comfort 
and convenience without compromising on style.

At Rainbird, we’re inspired by our Australian heritage, drawing 
on our unique environment and continually being influenced 
by our surroundings, and challenged by the elements, to 
create the outerwear we all know and love.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

WE’RE PREMIUM QUALITY 
We’ve proudly built a reputation for excellence across our 
products and services, offering customers the best solutions 
and delivering premium products that can not only be relied 
upon to do their job when put to the test but will last for years 
and years to come. Our Quality Control team is second to 
none and passionate about what they do, so much so that 
we’ve confidently backed all our products with a Rainbird 3 
Year Warranty.

WE ARE YOUR PARTNERS
We are dedicated to providing not only the best products to 
our customers, but also the best support too.  We are your 
partners and we are here to ensure you get what you need, 
whether that be product, advice or support.  At Rainbird, 
people are at the centre of everything we do and with in-
house experts, incredible customer service and an amazing 
dispatch team, we know we can stand behind our promise of 
delivering the best premium outerwear to Aussies everywhere.

AT RAINBIRD WE ARE QUITE SIMPLY –

EASY TO DEAL WITH!
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MATERIALS
We’re passionate about using only high quality, safe 
materials in our garments. For all products, we ensure that 
carcinogenic dyes are not used in production and encourage 
our suppliers to conform to either Oeko-Tex or REACH 
standards, which demonstrates the fabric is free from 
harmful substances. Our commitment to animal welfare 
is strong and we only use synthetic fills and faux fur on 
Rainbird products. 

Wherever we can, we use recycled content in our materials. 
This re-purposes what would have otherwise become landfill 
and prevents the need of creating virgin material. We are 
committed to consistent improvement and using more 
recycled materials in our range each season. 
 
PACKAGING AND DELIVERY 
Sustainability doesn’t stop at the product, we’re also 
committed to reducing packaging and delivery waste 
wherever possible. We use FSC recycled materials for 
our hangtags and have reduced their use on garments 
significantly. All polybags used for delivery are recyclable, 
without compromising on quality to keep your product safe. 
We’re continually looking for ways to make our packaging 
and freight more sustainable.

 

PRODUCTS 
We are committed to reducing the impact the fast-fashion 
industry has on the environment by ensuring our products 
last. We back this with our 3 Year Warranty, which gives our 
customers confidence and trust in our products. Rainbird is 
also committed to not ordering excess products, ensuring 
we sell through in all styles and that goods don’t end up in 
landfill. 

TESTING AND STANDARDS 
We follow a strict quality control (QC) process in line with 
AS 1199.1- 2003 and consistently maintain a major fault 
rate of less than 1% across all products that we manufacture. 
Our QC team inspect goods at each stage of the 
manufacturing process from the initial sample, fabric, pre 
production, start up, inline, pre-shipping and upon delivery 
here in Australia. 

Rainbird products are independently tested to Australian 
Standards for the following key areas: 

• Fabric quality

• Colour fastness

• Breathability and waterproof ratings

• High visibility

• UPF ratings

OUR HOME TEAM 
We love our people and we’re committed to providing a 
safe, happy and healthy environment for all at Rainbird. We 
believe in and promote a balanced work life environment 
and support our people in their personal achievements. We 
participate in fair labour practices, are committed to OH&S 
standards and have invested in employee leadership and skill 
development programs that provide opportunity, encourage 
growth and allow our people to thrive.

SUPPLIERS 
To create the best, we work with the best. The long-
standing relationships we have built with our suppliers allows 
us to work as partners and actively pursue the same path 

of social and environmental sustainability. Not only are our 
suppliers independently tested to exceed ethical standards 
in the workplace, but they’re also regularly visited to ensure 
and promote fair labour practices and conditions for all. 
Rainbird is engaged in due diligence across our full supply 
chain to encourage and influence our suppliers to be BSCI 
compliant or similar.

COMMUNITY PARTNERS 
Rainbird is proud to have a long history supporting Tour De 
Cure. Tour de Cure is a charity committed to a world without 
cancer. We work side-by-side to protect riders, staff and 
volunteers from the elements as they cycle for their cause 
and raise much needed funds that goes towards cancer 
research.

SUSTAINABILITY & 
RESPONSIBILITY 
At Rainbird, we are committed to doing right by our people and our planet. Our sustainability 
journey is present in every facet of our business and will continue to grow in the future. 
Rainbird is conscientious of reducing our environmental and social impacts wherever possible.
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OUR VISION
To make it better - whatever the weather. 

 

OUR MISSION
We are committed to creating a better everyday for our people by delivering sustainable 

innovation, impeccable service and premium products that are loved and worn around  
the world. 

 

VALUES
Our values have been engrained in the Rainbird culture since its inception in the 80’s and 

help guide us in the products and services we make and the people who stand behind them.  

MAKE A DIFFERENCE
We strive to make an impact through our talents,  

passion and hard work.

DELIVER THE BEST
Greatness is our benchmark and compromise  

is not in our DNA.

BETTER TOGETHER
We are diverse, energetic, knowledgeable  

and together, we can achieve anything.

BE CONSCIOUS
We put respect and integrity above all.  

For our purpose, our people and our planet.

WE ARE 
RAINBIRD

3 YEAR WARRANTY

Rainbird garments have been carefully crafted with the highest quality materials and attention to 
detail. We take pride in the workmanship and quality of our products which is why we back every 
single product with a 3 Year Warranty.

All Rainbird products are tried, tested and trusted because we believe that no matter the weather,  
you deserve to be happy, warm and dry.

Our 3 Year Warranty seal incorporates this message and is used as a mark of trust and authenticity. 
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WARMTH
WATERPROOF & BREATHABLE
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WARMTH
WATERPROOF & BREATHABLE

• Lightweight
• Easy care
• Quick dry
• Fleece zips in to shell jacket  

for secure attachment
• 1 jacket, 3 wearing options
• Urban styling

SHELL JACKET
• 50% Recycled Polyester/  

50% Polyester canvas
• PU performance backing 
• Waterproof 8,000mm
• Breathable 5,000mvp 
• Two way centre front zipper 

 

• Zippered hand pockets
• Fully lined
FLEECE JACKET
• 50% Recycled Polyester/  

50% Polyester marle fleece
• 300gsm fleece weight
• Open hand warmer pockets 

Designed for the urbanite, this versatile
raincoat has two separate layers connecting 
seamlessly for a warm inner core and a 
protective weatherproof outer layer. Wear 
the shell or fleece separately or for when 
more warmth is needed zip together. Made 
with 50% recycled content in both the shell 
and fleece, this coat is fully seam sealed and 
comes with many handy features.

style: 8662 | size: S-3XL

KUMA
KIT

Forest Jacket and  
Storm Marle Fleece

Buck Jacket and
Navy Marle Fleece

SHELL JACKET FLEECE JACKET
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• Open hand warmer pockets
• Lightweight & easy care
• Quick dry
• Fleece zips in to shell jacket for 

secure attachment
• 1 jacket, 3 wearing options
• Urban styling

SHELL JACKET
• 50% Recycled Polyester/
• 50% Polyester canvas 
• PU performance backing 
• Waterproof 8,000mm 
• Breathable 5,000mvp 
• Two way centre front zipper
• Zippered chest pocket

• Shell jacket is fully lined
• Internal waist adjustment
• Longer length style
FLEECE JACKET
• 50% Recycled Polyester/
• 50% Polyester marle fleece
• 300gsm fleece weight 

Be prepared for four seasons in one day. 
Waterproof, windproof and breathable – 
this versatile jacket can be worn three ways: 
the waterproof outer shell and comfortable 
warm fleece inner jacket can each be worn 
separately, or they can be zipped together 
to provide optimal weather protection and 
comfort. Featuring 50% recycled content, 
fully seam sealed, lined, and with an internal 
waist adjustment to customise the fit.

style: 8661 | size: 8-18

ZETA
WOMENS KIT

Mahogany Jacket with
Henna Marle Fleece

Toffee Jacket with
Storm Marle Fleece

W
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O
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SHELL JACKET FLEECE JACKET
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• 100% Polyester Canvas
• PU performance backing
• Waterproof 8,000mm
• Breathable 5,000mvp
• Fully seam sealed
• Two way centre front zipper

• High pile sherpa fleece inner
• Detachable hood
• Storm placket in front of   

centre front zip
• Urban styling

• Secure zippered chest   
and body pockets 

• Adjustable stay dry and  
warm hood 

• Longer length style 

Shadow

Saddle

A must have for the colder months, the 
Altair strikes the perfect balance between 
style and functionality. Waterproof, 
windproof and breathable, the shell fabric 
defends against the elements keeping you 
toasty, warm and dry. Complete with plenty 
of functional features including hand warmer 
body pockets, detachable hood and a two-
way zipper to accommodate this longer 
length style.

style: 8647 | size: S-3XL

ALTAIR
COAT  

CONTENTS  | INDEX

click here 
to play

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hbC68DTlsIs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hbC68DTlsIs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hbC68DTlsIs
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BlackCopper            

Pebble Grey

LYRA WOMENS 
PARKA
style: 8643 | size: 8-20

Who doesn’t love a longer length cosy coat 
to take the edge off chilly days? Designed 
to give you optimum comfort the Lyra 
Parka wraps you in insulated warmth with a 
beautifully soft fleece lined upper body and 
hood. The waterproof windproof shell will 
ensure you remain protected, whilst looking 
ready for a day trip to the country or quick 
nip down to your local caffeine fix, regardless 
of the weather.

•  Upper body lined with  
high pile fleece

• Adjustable stay dry hood
• Signature Rainbird lining
•  Longer length style
• Internal chest pocket  
•  Waist adjustment  

to customise fit  

• 100% Polyester 
• PU performance backing
• Waterproof 8,000mm
• Breathable 5,000mvp
• Fully seam sealed
• Two way centre front 

zipper 
• Soft peached shell fabric 

• Hand warmer pockets 
integrated into lower body 
pockets

• Urban styling
•  Insulated with a warm 

hypoallergenic synthetic fill
• Secure zippered chest pocket
• Removable faux fur hood trim

CONTENTS  | INDEX
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XvXv89XELPc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XvXv89XELPc
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https://youtu.be/XvXv89XELPc
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• Adjustable stay dry hood
• Stay dry adjustable sleeve
• Internal chest pocket 
• Internal media port
• Internal headphone keepers
• Signature Rainbird lining
• Urban styling

• 100% Polyester
• PU performance backing
• Waterproof 8,000mm
• Breathable 5,000mvp
• Fully seam sealed
• Soft peached shell fabric
• Upper body lined with high pile 

fleece

• Insulated with a warm 
hypoallergenic synthetic fill

• Longer length style
• Two way centre front zipper
• Hand warmer pockets 

integrated into  lower body 
pockets

• Secure zippered chest pocket

Olive Green

Dark DenimBlack

Take one part urban styling, two parts 
functional fabric, a whole lot of warmth 
and what do you get? The Cirrus Parka. 
Beautifully styled to look as great stepping 
out of the office on a wet and windy day, to 
heading out in the evening. Insulated with 
a warm synthetic fill and lined with a plush 
fleece the Cirrus will be your winter favourite 
in no time.

style: 8584 | size: S–3XL

CIRRUS
PARKA

CONTENTS  | INDEX
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Black

Caramel

• 100% Peached Polyester
• PU performance backing
• Waterproof 8,000mm
• Breathable 5,000mvp
• Fully seam sealed
• High pile sherpa fleece inner
• Secure zippered body pockets 

• Storm placket behind centre 
front zip

• Hand warmer pockets 
integrated into  lower  
body pockets

• Turn up high pile fleece cuff
• Longer length style 

• Adjustable stay dry and  
warm hood

• Two way centre front zipper
• Internal chest pocket 
• Internal media port
• Internal headphone keeper
• Urban styling

Not only is this a silhouette to flatter, it’s 
built to perform too. You’ll be welcoming  
the cooler months so you can rug up and 
stay cosy + warm in this fully lined plush 
fleece inner. Designed with the perfect  
patch pockets, you’ll have easy access to 
your mobile whilst simultaneously keeping 
those hands warm with our fleece lined 
pockets too!

style: 8621 | size: 8–20

HESTIA WOMENS 
COAT

CONTENTS  | INDEX
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• 100% Polyester
• 100% Recycled Polyester fill
• OEKO-TEX® Standard 100 

certified fabric
• PU performance backing
• Waterproof outer fabric
• Soft peached shell fabric
• Removable faux fur hood trim

• Insulated with a warm 
hypoallergenic 100% recycled 
synthetic fill

• Internal waist adjustment to 
customise fit

• Secure zippered body pockets
• Adjustable stay dry and warm 

hood

• Stay dry comfortable stretch 
cuff

• Internal STOWdown stuff 
pouch turns your jacket into  
a pillow

• Signature Rainbird lining
• Urban styling
• Two way centre front zipper

ELARA WOMENS 
URBAN PUFFER
style: 8631 | size: 8–18

Ramp up the heat in this warm, cosy great 
all-rounder for when the temperature 
drops. Our Elara is filled with 100% recycled 
synthetic fill and cleverly works by trapping 
warm, dry air, ensuring warmth + comfort 
against the cold and wind. It’s soft peach 
outer shell and warm adjustable hood have 
been designed for your overall style and 
comfort. You’ll be dreaming up bad weather 
for a chance to get this winter warmer out!

Pebble Grey Cinnamon

Rose BlushBlack

CONTENTS  | INDEX
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Modern and functional, the Pilot Jacket 
delivers protection from the elements in 
corporate black and navy. Built with multiple 
body pockets, you will have plenty of room to 
carry all that you need, whilst staying focused 
on the task at hand. Filled with a lightweight, 
synthetic insulation you’ll be warm and cosy 
out on the worksite.

style: 8578 | size: XS–3XL, 4/5XL, 6/7XL

PILOT
JACKET

Black

Navy
W

ATERPRO
O

F & 
BREATH

ABLE

• 150D Polyester Oxford
• PU performance backing
• Waterproof 5,000mm
• Breathable 5,000mvp
• UPF 50+
• Unisex style 

 

• Windproof
• Insulated with a warm 

hypoallergenic synthetic fill
• Fully seam sealed
• Internal chest pocket 

 
  

• Storm placket behind centre 
front zip 

• Stay dry stretch sleeve opening
• Secure zippered chest pocket
• Secure zippered body pockets

CONTENTS  | INDEX
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Fluoro Yellow
/Navy

Fluoro Orange
/Navy

CAHILL HI-VIS 
JACKET
style: 8677 | size: XS–3XL, 4/5XL

Designed for comfort and endurance the 
Cahill Hi-Vis Jacket balances warmth and 
versatility for those chilly mornings on the 
job. Its quilted lining, hypoallergenic fill, 
and waterproof shell offer protection from 
the elements while segmented taping and 
a stylish fit seamlessly blends safety and 
style. Making it a perfect addition to your 
workwear essentials.

• 150D Polyester Oxford
• PU performance backing
• Waterproof 5,000mm
• Breathable 5,000mvp
• Windproof  
• Fully seam sealed
• UPF 50+
• Inner quilted lining

• Insulated with a warm 
hypoallergenic synthetic fill

• Reflec-Lite retroreflective 
transfer tape

• Bio-motion tape configuration
• Zippered chest pocket
• Zippered lower body pockets
• Stay dry stretch sleeve opening

• Storm placket behind center 
front zipper

• Complies with: AS/NZS 
4602.1:2011/Amdt1:2016 
Class D/N and AS/NZS 
1906.4:2010 Class F (W), 
Class R, Class RF

CONTENTS  | INDEX
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SHELL JACKET
• 300D Polyester Oxford shell
• PU performance backing
• Waterproof 8,000mm
• Breathable 5,000mvp
• Windproof 
• UPF 50+
• Unisex style 

FLEECE JACKET
• Double side brushed fleece for 

additional warmth
• 100% Polyester fleece jacket
• Open hand warmer pockets
• 1 jacket, 3 wearing options
• Bio-motion tape configuration 

on both jacket and fleece

• Lightweight and easy care
• Shell and Fleece jacket comply 

with:  AS/NZS 4602.1:2011/
Amdt1:2016 and AS/NZS 
1906.4:2010 Class F (W) for 
the Shell Jacket, Class F for the 
Fleece and Class R, Class RF 
for both.

*Textile House owns the 
Intellectual Property of this 
hood and variations of it.

WHITTEN  
3-IN-1 KIT
style: 8663 | size: XS-3XL, 4/5XL

Made to keep you dry, warm and
comfortable all day, every day, makes the 
Whitten our ultimate all-purpose jacket.  
Designed to be worn in 3 D/N compliant 
ways: the high performing waterproof 
outershell and warm fleece inner can be worn 
separately, or zipped together to provide 
optimal weather protection and comfort. This 
is your complete work outerwear solution!

 Fluoro Orange / Navy 
Jacket and Fleece

 Fluoro Yellow / Navy
Jacket and Fleece

SHELL JACKET FLEECE JACKET

CONTENTS  | INDEX
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Seen and be seen in our classic 4-in-1 Utility 
Jacket & Vest offering unlimited flexibility! 
Cleverly designed with an interior reversible 
zip-in vest, we have made this jacket have 
the ability to be worn in four ways. As a shell 
jacket, an insulated jacket, a high viz vest or 
as a plain colour vest. Genius! Additional 
Zip In options include the Nangu jacket for 
additional warmth!

style: 8552 | size: XS–3XL, 4/5XL, 6/7XL

4-IN-1 UTILITY 
JACKET & VEST

• 300D Polyester Oxford
• PU performance backing
• Waterproof 10,000mm
• Breathable 5,000mvp
• UPF 50+
• Unisex style
• Zip In technology
• Grease and oil resistant

• Reflec-Lite retroreflective tape
• Hard hat compatible
• Fully lined
• Embroidery access
• Large storage pockets
• Phone pocket
• Side seam pocket access
• Concealable ID pocket

• Removable reversible  Hi-Vis 
vest with reflective tape and 
embroidery access

• Complies with: AS/NZS 
4602.1:2011/Amdt1:2016 
Class D/N and AS/NZS 
1906.4:2010 Class F (W), 
Class R, Class RF

*Textile House owns the 
Intellectual Property of this 
hood and variations of it.

8726
Nangu Jacket

8726
Nangu Jacket

 Fluoro Yellow  
/Navy

(XXXS-3XL, 
4/5XL, 6/7XL)

Fluoro Orange 
/Navy

CONTENTS  | INDEX

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IPJq-xUxM2g
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 Fluoro Orange

 Fluoro Yellow

• 300D Polyester Oxford
• PU performance backing
• Waterproof 10,000mm
• Breathable 5,000mvp
• UPF 50+
• Unisex style 

 

• Windproof
• Zip In technology
• Grease and oil resistant
• Internal embroidery access
• Reflec-Lite retroreflective tape
• Reversible 

 

• Navy fleece
• Complies with: AS/NZS 

4602.1:2011/Amdt1:2016 
Class D/N and AS/NZS 
1906.4:2010 Class F (W), 
Class R, Class RF

For those days when core warmth matters, 
but freedom of movement matters more, 
the Utility Vest is your answer. Layer this vest 
up as an outer layer on milder days or as a 
midlayer when the weather gets cooler.

style: 8553 | size: XS–3XL, 4/5XL, 6/7XL

REVERSIBLE
UTILITY VEST

REVERSED

W
ATERPRO
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ABLE
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NBXCoLucktM
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• Phone pocket
• Concealable ID pocket
• Complies with: AS/NZS 

4602.1:2011/Amdt1:2016 
Class D/N and AS/NZS 
1906.4:2010 Class F (W), 
Class R, Class RF

• 150D Polyester Oxford
• PU performance backing
• Waterproof 
• Breathable 
• Unisex style
• Windproof
• Fully seam sealed jacket
• Reflec-Lite retroreflective tape

• Hard hat compatible
• Fully lined
• Embroidery access
• Fold-away stay dry hood
• Large storage pockets
• Removable reversible  Hi-Vis 

vest with reflective tape and 
embroidery access

Stay dry, comfortable and visible in our 4-in-
1 Healy Jacket and Vest. With the multiple 
ways it can be worn, your comfort is ensured 
whatever the weather.

style: 8581 | size: XS–3XL, 4/5XL, 6/7XL

HEALY 4-IN-1 
JACKET & VEST

 Fluoro Orange / Navy
Jacket and Vest

 Fluoro Yellow / Navy
Jacket and Vest
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 Fluoro Yellow 
/Navy

Fluoro Orange 
/Navy

• 300D Polyester Oxford 
• PU performance backing 
• Waterproof 8,000mm
• Breathable 5,000mvp
• Bio-motion tape configuration
• Ultra warm high pile  

fleece inner
•  Fully seam sealed

• Stay dry adjustable 
and detachable hood 

•  Insulated with a warm 
hypoallergenic  
synthetic fill 

• Zippered secure chest 
and body pockets 

• Stay dry adjustable sleeve

• Internal embellishment  
access zipper 

• Upper arm utility pocket
• Complies with: AS/NZS 

4602.1:2011/Amdt1:2016 
Class D/N and AS/NZS 
1906.4:2010 Class F (W), 
Class R, Class RF 

Our Southern Parka - the leader in warm 
and waterproof workwear, is insulated with 
a synthetic fill and lined with an ultra warm 
high pile fleece. Thoughtful features include
a removable hood, adjustable sleeves, and a 
zippered chest pocket, ensuring your jacket 
is not only comfortable but highly functional 
with the waterproof and breathable 
membrane acting as a shield against the 
elements when the weather packs a punch.

style: 8635 | size: XS-3XL, 4/5XL

SOUTHERN
PARKA

W
ATERPRO

O
F & 

BREATH
ABLE
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• Warm fleece lined body 
• Taffeta lined sleeves
• Complies with: AS/NZS 

4602.1:2011/Amdt1:2016 
Class D/N and AS/NZS 
1906.4:2010 Class F (W), 
Class R, Class RF

• 300D Polyester Oxford
• PU performance backing
• Waterproof 5,000mm
• Breathable 3,000mvp
• UPF 50+
• Unisex style
• Windproof
• Fully seam sealed

• Reflec-Lite retroreflective tape
• Fold away adjustable stay dry 

hood
• Large front pockets with hand 

warmer access
• Adjustable stay dry sleeve 

opening 

 Fluoro Yellow 
/Navy

 Fluoro Orange 
/Navy

Just because the temperature plummets, 
doesn’t mean the job stops. With a fleece 
lined inner, you’ll be toasty warm and the 
waterproof outer will be sure to stop the rain 
from getting in. Stay protected when the 
weather turns in our Sentinel Jacket.

style: 8485 | size: XS–3XL, 4/5XL, 6/7XL

SENTINEL
JACKET

CONTENTS  | INDEX
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SHELLS
WATERPROOF & BREATHABLE
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• Two way centre front zipper
• Large front dump pockets with 

snap closure
• Secure hidden right hand side 

chest pocket with zip closure
• Adjustable and detachable  

stay dry hood 

• 100% Nylon Taslon
• PU performance backing
• Waterproof 8,000mm 
• Breathable 5,000mvp
• DWR finish
• Fully seam sealed and lined
• Hand pockets with waterproof 

zippers

• Stay dry adjustable sleeve
• Longer length style
• Internal chest pocket, media 

port and headphone keepers
• Internal embellishment  

access zipper
• Signature Rainbird lining

Navy

Black

The concrete jungle of the city can be just as 
rugged a those filled with trees, so whenever 
you head out, don’t forget to take some 
weather protection. Styled to look great 
wherever the day takes you, you will remain 
dry, comfortable and prepared when the 
weather can’t make up its mind.

style: 8592 | size: S–3XL

DENEB SHELL 
JACKET

CONTENTS  | INDEX
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Black

Navy

• 100% Nylon Taslon
• PU performance backing
• Waterproof 8,000mm 
• Breathable 5,000mvp
• DWR finish
• Fully seam sealed and lined
• Hand pockets with waterproof 

zippers

• Two way centre front zipper
• Large front dump pockets with 

snap closure
• Secure hidden right hand side 

chest pocket with zip closure
• Adjustable and detachable  

stay dry hood 

• Stay dry adjustable sleeve
• Longer length style
• Internal chest pocket, media 

port and headphone keepers
• Internal embellishment access 

zipper
• Signature Rainbird lining

Long haul travellers, seasoned adventurers 
or café connoisseur, this jacket is for you. 
Diverse in it’s uses, the Polaris will see you 
through from day to night in sophisticated 
styling and ultimate performance.  

style: 8593 | size: 8–18

POLARIS WOMENS 
SHELL JACKET

W
ATERPRO

O
F & 

BREATH
ABLE
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Dark Denim

Saddle

• Adjustable stay dry cuffs
• Drop tail hem
• Incredibly lightweight
• Packs down small
• Urban styling

• 100% Polyester 2.5 layer fabric
• PU performance backing
• Waterproof 8,000mm
• Breathable 5,000mvp
• Windproof 

 
 

• Fully seam sealed
• Storm placket with snap closure
• Zippered chest pockets
• Zippered lower body pockets
• Adjustable stay dry hood 

 
 

You can’t always predict the weather, but 
you can always be prepared. That’s where our 
Hadar Jacket comes in. The 2.5 layer fabric 
in this jacket, which is fully seam sealed, 
offers lightweight, breathable and waterproof 
protection, without compromising on style. 
The Hadar also packs down small so you can 
always be ready for whatever the weather 
throws at you.

style: 8666 | size: S-3XL 

HADAR
2.5 JACKET 

CONTENTS  | INDEX
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• 100% Polyester 2.5 layer fabric
• PU performance backing
• Waterproof 8,000mm
• Breathable 5,000mvp
• Windproof
• Fully seam sealed 

 

• Storm placket with snap closure
• Internal waist adjustment to 

customise fit
• Zippered chest pockets
• Lower body pockets with side 

hand warmer opening 
 

• Adjustable stay dry hood
• Adjustable stay dry cuffs
• Drop tail hem
• Incredibly lightweight
• Packs down small
• Urban styling

Beetle

Mahogany

Meet our Agena Jacket - Perfect for the 
active adventurer looking for style and 
protection all in one. Constructed with soft, 
quiet and incredibly lightweight material the 
Agena features a 2.5 layer fabric, designed 
to provide you with comfort all day long. 
Not only is it brilliantly waterproof, but it’s 
breathable and flattering too. Perfect in 
milder temperatures, or in the cold with 
layers worn underneath.

style: 8665 | size: 8-18

AGENA 2.5 
WOMENS JACKET 

W
ATERPRO

O
F & 

BREATH
ABLE
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Olive Green

Black

• Zippered chest pocket 
• Internal chest pocket
• Adjustable stay dry hood
• Adjustable stay dry cuffs
• Longer length style
• Urban styling

• 50% Recycled Polyester/ 
50% Polyester canvas fabric

• PU performance backing
• Waterproof 8,000mm
• Breathable 5,000mvp
• Windproof
• Fully seam sealed 

• Two way centre front zipper
• Fully lined jacket
• Storm placket with Velcro 

closure
• Large lower body dump pockets 

with hand warmer access 
 

Outsmart the weather while looking smart 
doing it too. Our stylish and waterproof Wolf 
Jacket has been designed to be lightweight 
and breathable using 50% recycled content, 
while keeping you warm, dry and comfortable 
from morning till night. We’ve also included 
practical features such as a two-way front 
zipper, internal chest pocket, adjustable hood 
and cuffs, plus large front pockets for all your 
essentials.

style: 8668 | size: S-3XL

WOLF
JACKET
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• Large lower body dump pockets
• Internal chest pocket
• Adjustable stay dry hood
• Adjustable stay dry cuffs
• Longer length style
• Urban styling

• 50% Recycled Polyester/ 
50% Polyester canvas fabric

• PU performance backing
• Waterproof 8,000mm
• Breathable 5,000mvp
• Windproof
• Fully seam sealed 

• Two way centre front zipper
• Fully lined jacket
• Storm placket with Velcro 

closure
• Waist adjustment to  

customise fit
• Chest pocket 

Rose Blush

Black

Looking for an everyday coat that you can 
rely on to get you through any weather as 
well as go with all of your wardrobe? Look 
no further than the Malin Jacket. Featuring 
50% recycled content, it’s 100% waterproof 
with taped seams to stop any rain sneaking 
its way in and is perfect for layering. Plus, it 
comes packed with stylish features like an 
adjustable hood + cuffs and an adjustable 
drawcord waist to fit and flatter.

style: 8667 | size: 8-18

MALIN WOMENS 
JACKET

W
ATERPRO

O
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BREATH
ABLE
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Forest

Black

• Storm placket behind center 
front zip

• Zippered chest pocket
• Zippered lower body pockets
• Stows away into back pocket
• Packs down small

• 52% Polyester/ 
48% Recycled Polyester

• PU performance backing
• Recycled content in shell fabric
• Waterproof 8,000mm
• Breathable 8,000mvp
• Windproof 

• Fully seam sealed
• Fully lined jacket
• Fold-away stay dry      

adjustable hood
• Stay dry adjustable sleeve 

opening
• Incredibly lightweight 

Whether it be an autumn drizzle or summer 
storm, the Sedna provides maximum 
protection with minimal fuss.  Built from a 
durable, lightweight waterproof fabric, your 
movement is not hindered and comfort is 
ensured.  Adjustable cuffs and hood create 
the perfect fit, and when the sun comes out, 
simply stow it into its own back pocket, easy!

style: 8674 | size: S-3XL

SEDNA SHELL 
JACKET
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• Storm placket behind center 
front zip

• Zippered chest pocket
• Zippered lower body pockets
• Stows away into back pocket
• Packs down small

• 52% Polyester/ 
48% Recycled Polyester

• PU performance backing
• Recycled content in shell fabric
• Waterproof 8,000mm
• Breathable 8,000mvp
• Windproof 

• Fully seam sealed
• Fully lined jacket
• Fold-away stay dry      

adjustable hood
• Stay dry adjustable sleeve 

opening
• Incredibly lightweight 

Earth Red

Black

Grey clouds or blue skies, the Halley 
Women’s Shell Jacket effortlessly 
combines superior waterproof protection 
and breathability in a luxuriously soft and 
feather-light fabric. Designed to provide you
with all-day comfort this stylish, functional 
shell can be conveniently packed down small 
into its own back pocket for easy storage.

style: 8675 | size: 8-18

HALLEY WOMENS 
SHELL JACKET

W
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ABLE
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• Fold-away stay dry hood
• Stay dry stretch sleeve opening

• 100% Polyester
• PU performance backing
• Waterproof 

 
 
 
 

• Unisex style
• Fully seam sealed
• Large storage pockets 

 
 
 
 

Navy

The Cascade Jacket is fully seam sealed to 
ensure superior waterproofing performance. 
This all-rounder jacket has been developed 
with lightweight, and high quality fabrics.

style: 817 | size: XS–3XL

CASCADE
JACKET
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• Large storage pockets
• Fold-away stay dry hood
• Stay dry stretch sleeve opening

• 100% Polyester
• PU performance backing
• Waterproof
• Windproof 

 
 
 

• Below the knee length
• Two way centre front zipper
• Unisex style
• Fully seam sealed 

 
 
 

Black

Navy

Introducing our longest jacket yet! Keep the 
rain out in this ultra-lightweight, waterproof, 
fully seam sealed jacket for when you just 
need that extra length and protection. 
Featuring a fold away hood, large storage 
pockets, two way front zipper and stretch 
cuffs for comfort.

style: 8669 | size: XS-3XL 

EALES 
LONG JACKET
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• Large storage pockets
• Fold-away stay dry hood

• Polyester PVC
• Unisex style
• Set of jacket and pant 

 
 
 
 

• Fully seam sealed
• Stay dry stretch sleeve gaiters 

 
 
 
 
 

Lightweight waterproof pant and jacket set, 
packed in a handy zip pouch to keep you 
dry and protected in the most unexpected 
downpours.

style: 8361 | size: S-3XL, 4/5XL

BASE SET

Base Set Packaging

Navy
(S-8XL)

Fluoro Orange Fluoro Yellow
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• 300D Polyester Oxford
• PU performance backing
• Waterproof 10,000mm
• Breathable 5,000mvp
• UPF 50+
• Unisex style
• Windproof

• Reflec-Lite retroreflective tape
• Bio-motion tape configuration
• Stay dry adjustable sleeve
• Phone pocket with  

waterproof zip
• Fold-away stay dry hood

• Large storage pockets
• Complies with: AS/NZS   

4602.1:2011/Amdt1:2016 
Class   D/N and AS/NZS 
1906.4:2010   Class F (W), 
Class R, Class RF 

When you’re busy on the job site, your body 
heats up quite quickly, and even if it starts to 
rain, it doesn’t mean you’re going to suddenly 
start feeling cold. Keep the rain off yourself 
and allow the heat from your body to escape 
through the waterproof and breathable PU 
performance backing on our Ultimate Jacket.

style: 8256 | size: S-3XL, 4/5XL

ULTIMATE 
JACKET

8553
Reversible 

8726
Nangu Jacket

 Fluoro Orange
/Navy

 Fluoro Yellow
/Navy

Zip-In Options
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ABLE
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• 100% Polyester Ripstop
• PU performance backing
• Waterproof 8,000mm 
• Breathable 5,000mvp
• Windproof  and UPF 50+
• Unisex style
• Fully seam sealed
• Reflec-Lite retroreflective tape

• Bio-motion tape configuration
• Peripheral hood
• Hand warmer pockets 

integrated into  lower body 
pockets

• Secure zippered chest pocket
• Concealable ID pocket
• Side seam pocket access

• Lightweight 
• Front and back ventilation
• Fold-away stay dry hood
• Complies with: AS/NZS 

4602.1:2011/Amdt1:2016 
Class D/N and AS/NZS 
1906.4:2010 Class F (W), 
Class R, Class RF

 Fluoro Orange
/Navy

 Fluoro Yellow
/Navy

High breathability and lightness makes 
this jacket perfect for wet days when the 
mercury doesn’t drop. Not only does it have 
a 5,000mvp breathable membrane, it’s also 
been designed to have 360 degree venting 
around the body.

style: 8577 | size: XS–3XL, 4/5XL

NORTHERN
JACKET

*Textile House owns the 
Intellectual Property of this 
hood and variations of it.
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NIGHT VIS 
X BACK JACKET
style: 8622 | size: XS–3XL, 4/5XL, 6/7XL

Our white Night Vis Jacket styled with an X 
back is your night workwear go to. Designed 
specifically to keep you comfortable, dry and 
visible using an industry specific bio-motion 
tape configuration. With a handy phone 
pocket and large storage pockets, you’ll be 
able to keep the important things easily 
accessible.

• 150D Polyester Oxford
• PU performance backing
• Waterproof 5,000mm
• Breathable 3,000mvp
• Unisex style
• Windproof
• Fully seam sealed 

• Reflec-Lite retroreflective tape
• Bio-motion tape configuration
• Hard hat compatible
• Fully lined
• Embroidery access
• Fold-away stay dry hood
• Large storage pockets 

• Phone pocket
• Concealable ID pocket
• Complies with: AS/NZS 

4602.1:2011/Amdt1:2016 Class 
N and AS/NZS 1906.4:2010 
Class R

ALSO 
AVAILABLE 
IN H-BACK 

DESIGN   
STYLE: 8653

PAGE: 37

MATCHING  
FLEECE 

AVAILABLE 
REFER TO  

PAGE 71

MATCHING  
PANT 

AVAILABLE 
REFER TO  
PAGE 44White
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NIGHT VIS 
H BACK JACKET
style: 8653 | size: XS–3XL, 4/5XL

Styled with an H back our white Night Vis 
Jacket has been designed specifically to keep 
you comfortable, dry and visible during night 
works using retroreflective tape in a  
bio-motion tape configuration. Smart 
features include a handy phone pocket and 
large storage pockets, keeping your essentials 
easily accessible.

• 150D Polyester Oxford
• PU performance backing
• Waterproof 5,000mm
• Breathable 3,000mvp
• Unisex style
• Windproof
• Fully seam sealed 

• Reflec-Lite retroreflective tape
• Bio-motion tape configuration
• Hard hat compatible
• Fully lined
• Embroidery access
• Fold-away stay dry hood
• Large storage pockets 

• Phone pocket
• Concealable ID pocket
• Complies with: AS/NZS 

4602.1:2011/Amdt1:2016 Class 
N and AS/NZS 1906.4:2010 
Class R

ALSO 
AVAILABLE 
IN X-BACK 

DESIGN   
STYLE: 8622

PAGE: 36

MATCHING  
FLEECE 

AVAILABLE 
REFER TO  

PAGE 71

MATCHING  
PANT 

AVAILABLE 
REFER TO  
PAGE 44White
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With all seams welded together, you won’t 
be getting wet in this jacket. The stretch 
polyurethane outer not only gives you a 
shield against the wind and rain, but will also 
move with you ensuring your mobility isn’t 
restricted.

style: 8524  | size: S–3XL or S-4/5XL

SHELTER JACKET

• Waterproof 10,000mm 
• 4 way stretch Polyurethane 

fabric
• Unisex style
• Windproof
• Polyester knit fabric backing for 

additional comfort 

• Welded seams
• Large front dump pockets with 

snap closure
• Fold-away stay dry hood
• Stay dry adjustable sleeve 

 
 

• Fluoro colours: meet standards 
AS/NZS 4602.1:2011/
Amdt1:2016 Class D/N and 
AS/NZS 1906.4:2010 Class F 
(W), Class R, Class RF

Navy (no tape)
(S-4/5XL)

 Fluoro Orange 
/Navy

(S-3XL)

 Fluoro Yellow
/Navy

(S-3XL)

MATCHING  
PANT 

AVAILABLE 
REFER TO  
PAGE 43
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 Fluoro Yellow
/Navy

 Fluoro Orange 
/Navy

• 300D Polyester Oxford
• PU performance backing
• Waterproof
• UPF 50+
• Unisex style
• Windproof
• Fully seam sealed 

• Reflec-Lite retroreflective tape
• Fold-away stay dry hood
• Large front dump pockets with 

snap closure
• Lightweight mesh lined body
• Stay dry adjustable sleeve 

 

• Taffeta lined sleeves
• Complies with: AS/NZS 

4602.1:2011/Amdt1:2016 
Class D/N and AS/NZS 
1906.4:2010 Class F (W), 
Class R, Class RF

This lightweight workwear shell is just what 
you need when grey clouds start rolling in. 
With all seams being fully sealed, there is 
nowhere for any rain to sneak in and the 
fold-away hood has been designed to stay 
out of your way until you decide it’s needed.

style: 8466 | size: XS–3XL, 4/5XL

ASSIST
JACKET
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You asked, we listened –introducing 
our longest hi vis jacket, the Eales with 
Tape! Compliant to Australian and New 
Zealand standards this jacket is lightweight, 
waterproof and seam sealed. Additional 
features include a fold away hood, large 
storage pockets, stretch cuffs for comfort 
and the extra length past the knee will 
provide added protection from the elements.

• 100% Polyester
• PU performance backing
• Waterproof
• Windproof
• Below the knee length
• Two way centre front zipper 

 

• Unisex style
• Fully seam sealed
• Large storage pockets
• Fold-away stay dry hood
• Stay dry stretch sleeve opening 

 
 

• Complies with: AS/NZS 
4602.1:2011/Amdt1:2016 
Class D/N and AS/NZS 
1906.4:2010 Class F (W), 
Class R, Class RF

EALES LONG  
JACKET WITH TAPE
style: 8670 | size: XS-3XL, 4/5XL

 Fluoro Orange

 Fluoro Yellow

CONTENTS  | INDEX
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• Complies with:  
AS/NZS 4602.1:2011/
Amdt1:2016 Class D/N and 
AS/NZS 1906.4:2010 Class 
F, Class R, Class RF Anti 
static standard EN 1149.1  FR 
standard EN ISO 114116:2015

• 300D Polyester Oxford with 
Carbon Fibre Grid

• PU performance backing
• Waterproof
• Breathable
• Unisex style
• Fully seam sealed 

• Anti static carbon fibre grid 
• 3M brand fire retardant 

reflective tape
• Large front body pockets
• Stay dry cuff with internal wrist 

gaitor
• Fold-away stay dry hood 

Made with fire retardant properties and an 
anti static carbon fibre grid the Barrier Jacket 
offers protection from all the elements. 
In addition to this, the compliant Hi-Vis 
fabric and 3M fire retardant reflective tape 
ensures you’re visible when on the job, whilst 
keeping you guarded from the wet weather, 
regardless of if it’s day or night.

style: 8336 | size: XS–4/5XL

BARRIER
JACKET

Fluoro Yellow

MATCHING  
PANT 

AVAILABLE 
REFER TO  
PAGE 46
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• Waterproof 10,000mm
• 4 way stretch Polyurethane 

fabric
• Unisex style
• Windproof 

 
 

• Polyester knit fabric backing for 
additional comfort

• Welded seams
• Stretch comfort waistband with 

drawcord adjustment 
 
 

• Adjustable hem
• Fluoro colours: meet standard 

AS/NZS 1906.4:2010 Class F 
(W), Class R, Class RF

Perfect to have close by on days when the 
rain just won’t stop, stay dry and comfortable 
in our stretch, waterproof Shelter Pant.

style: 8525 | size: S–3XL or S-4/5XL

SHELTER
PANT

Navy (no tape)
(S-4/5XL)

 Fluoro Orange 
/Navy

(S-3XL)

 Fluoro Yellow
/Navy

(S-3XL)

MATCHING  
JACKET 

AVAILABLE 
REFER TO  
PAGE 38
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• 150D Polyester Oxford
• PU performance backing
• Waterproof 5,000mm
• Breathable 3,000mvp
• Unisex style
• Windproof 

 

• Fully seam sealed
• Reflec-Lite retroreflective tape
• Bio-motion tape configuration
• Zippered leg gussets allow you 

to easily put pants on over 
shoes 
 

• Stretch comfort waistband with 
drawcord adjustment

• Complies with: AS/NZS 
1906.4:2010 Class R

Your comfort and safety are always top of 
mind. That’s why we’ve included easy to 
access zippered leg gussets and a stretch 
waistband. With the added benefit of bio-
motion tape configuration, these will be your 
go-to overpant in no time.

style: 8623 | size: XS–3XL, 4/5XL, 6/7XL

NIGHT VIS 
OVERPANT

White

MATCHING  
FLEECE 

AVAILABLE 
REFER TO  

PAGE 71

MATCHING  
JACKETS 

AVAILABLE 
REFER TO  
PAGES 36 

AND 37
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Navy

 Fluoro Orange  Fluoro Yellow

• Waterproof 10,000mm
• Breathable 5,000mvp
• 300D Polyester Oxford
• PU performance backing
• UPF 50+
• Unisex style
• Windproof 

• Fully seam sealed
• Reflec-Lite retroreflective tape
• Zippered leg gussets allow you 

to easily put pants on over 
shoes

• Stretch comfort waistband with 
drawcord adjustment 

• Complies with:  AS/NZS 
1906.4:2010 Class F (W) 
(fluoro colours), Class R (all 
colours), Class RF (fluoro 
colours)

Save yourself from sopping wet pants on 
days when the rain is coming in sideways. 
Easy to wear over your work pants, the 
Utility Pants even has zippered leg gussets to 
allow you to easily put pants over your shoes.

style: 8271 | size: XS–3XL, 4/5XL, 6/7XL

UTILITY
PANT

CONTENTS  | INDEX
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• 300D Polyester Oxford with 
Carbon Fibre Grid

• PU performance backing
• Waterproof
• Breathable
• Unisex style 

 

• Fully seam sealed
• Anti static carbon fibre grid
• 3M brand fire retardant 

reflective tape
• Pocket access 

 
 

• Complies with:  
AS/NZS 1906.4:2010 Class F,  
Class R, Class RF 
Anti static standard EN 1149.1  
FR standard EN ISO 
14116:2015

Offering a matching set with the Barrier 
Jacket, the Barrier Pant is the ideal 
waterproof and fire retardant pant. Specially 
designed with fire retardant properties and 
an anti static carbon fibre grid, the Barrier 
Pant lets you been seen while offering 
protection from all the elements.

style: 8337 | size: S-3XL, 4/5XL

BARRIER
PANT

Fluoro Yellow

MATCHING  
JACKET 

AVAILABLE 
REFER TO  

PAGE 41
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With high quality construction and a soft 
hand feel, the STOWaway is always a 
favourite. It comes in a variety of colours, 
one to suit any outfit or activity. Best of all, 
the STOWaway does exactly that, it folds 
down into a small take anywhere package, 
and can even fit into its own pocket!

Style: 8004-7 | Size: XS–3XL or XS–4/5XL

STOWaway  
JACKET

W
ATERPRO

O
F & 

BREATH
ABLE
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• 100% Polyester
• PU performance backing
• Waterproof 7,000mm
• Breathable 7,000mvp
• UPF 50+
• Unisex style
• Fully seam sealed 

• Back yoke ventilation
• Fully lined
• Adjustable drawcord at hem
• Fold-away stay dry hood
• Stay dry stretch sleeve opening
• Storm placket over centre front 

zip 

• Stows away into front pocket
• Comes packed in its own 

compact STOWaway bag
• Fluoro colours: Meet standards  

AS/NZS 4602.1:2011/
Amdt1:2016  Class D,  
and AS/NZS 1906.4:2010 
Class F (W)

W
ATERPRO

O
F & 

BREATH
ABLE

STOWaway Bag

CONTENTS  | INDEX
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White 
(XS–3XL)

Navy 
(XS–4/5XL)

Blue Aster 
(XS–3XL)

Lilac Ash 
(XS–3XL)

COLOURS

 Fluoro Yellow 
(XS–4/5XL)

Pink Clay 
(XS–3XL)

Black 
(XS–4/5XL)

 Fluoro Orange 
(XS–4/5XL)

Royal 
(XS–3XL)

Orchid 
(XS–3XL)

Florals Print 
(XS–3XL)

Red 
(XS–3XL)

Coast 
(XS–3XL)

Forest 
(XS–3XL)

Raspberry 
(XS–3XL)

Khaki 
(XS–3XL)

Y E A R S  O F  T H E

We’re proudly marking 20 years of our renowned Rainbird STOWaway Jacket!

Adored for its high quality, unbeatable functionality and pop of colours, our 
STOW has certainly made its mark in the hearts of Australians as an iconic 
outdoor essential. We love hearing tales of our STOW being a family favourite, 
growing alongside families and their adventures through the years. It’s a family 
tradition of staying warm, dry and protected no matter the weather. So,  
here’s to 20 years of bringing good mood to bad weather and to countless 
more ahead.

Copyright © 2023  Textile House Pty. Ltd. ABN 29 004 815 329.  All articles, garments, 
styles, illustrations, photographs, titles and copy lines are the property of Textile House Pty. 
Ltd. and cannot be used or reproduced without prior permission of Textile House Pty. Ltd.
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STOWaway Bag Fluoro Yellow

NavyBlack

• 100% Polyester
• PU performance backing
• Waterproof 7,000mm
• Breathable 7,000mvp
• UPF 50+
• Unisex style
• Fully seam sealed 

• Zippered leg gussets allow you 
to easily put pants on over 
shoes

• Stretch comfort waistband  
with drawcord adjustment

• Rear zip pocket
• Pocket access 

• Stows away into back pocket
• Comes packed in its own 

compact STOWaway bag
• Fluoro colour: meets standard 

AS/NZS 1906.4:2010 Class 
F (W)

The waterproof and breathable STOWaway 
Overpant with all season feature, offers 
solid protection when a downpour sets in. 
With high quality construction and a soft 
hand feel, the STOWaway pant is always a 
favourite. And best of all, the STOWaway 
does exactly that, it all folds down into a small 
take anywhere package.

style: 8003-7 | size: XS–3XL

STOWaway 
OVERPANT

W
ATERPRO

O
F & 

BREATH
ABLE

AVAILABLE 
IN KIDS 

REFER TO
PAGE 84
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• 3 Layer laminated soft shell
• 100% Polyester shell
• 100% Polyester fleece inner
• PU performance backing
• Waterproof fabric 8,000mm
• Breathable fabric 

 

• UPF 50+
• Windproof
• Ultra warm high pile fleece 

inner
• Mechanical stretch fabric
• Large front body pockets 

 
 

• Centre front zipper with 
waterproof storm placket

• Secure zippered chest pocket
• Detachable stay dry and warm 

hood

NavyBlack

Dusty Olive

With highly waterproof and wind resistant 
fabric, our Jones coat has been designed 
to deliver uncompromising warmth + 
protection against the elements. Featuring 
an ultra warm high pile fleece inner and 
stretchable 3 layer laminated fabric -giving 
you full range of movement, the Jones is the 
perfect companion whether you’re travelling, 
enjoying the outdoors or heading out for 
after work drinks.

style: 8637 | size: XS-3XL, 4/5XL

SOLID JONES 
SOFTSHELL COAT

SO
FTSH

ELL
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• Secure zippered chest pocket
• Detachable stay dry and warm 

hood
• Large zippered front body 

pockets
• UPF 50+

• 3 Layer laminated soft shell
• 100% Polyester shell
• 100% Polyester fleece inner
• PU performance backing
• Waterproof fabric 8,000mm
• Breathable fabric 

 

• Windproof
• Ultra warm high pile fleece 

inner
• Mechanical stretch fabric
• Centre front zipper with 

external storm placket 
 

Blending urban style with outdoor
functionality -whether you’re hiking,
travelling or exploring the city, the Ellis is 
perfect for when the temperature drops. 
Constructed with a three-layer laminated 
fabric that stretches, to give you full range 
of movement, and bonded with a high pile 
fleece lining for extra warmth. The Ellis 
covers all the features needed for when the 
cold weather strikes.

style: 8664 | size: 8-18  

ELLIS WOMENS 
SOFTSHELL COAT

Black

Beetle

SO
FT

SH
EL

L
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• 3 Layer laminated softshell
• PU performance backing
• Waterproof fabric 8,000mm
• Breathable fabric
• UPF 50+ 

 
 

• Windproof
• Centre front zipper with inner 

storm placket
• Zip off sleeves convert the 

jacket to a vest 
 
 

• Secure zippered chest pocket
• Secure zippered body pockets
• Stay dry adjustable sleeve
• Warm fleece inner

Navy

Black

Get the best of both worlds with our Solid 
Landy Jacket that can effortlessly convert 
into a vest.  Perfect as a jacket when you’re 
out in the cold and the wind is blowing a gale, 
or a vest if you just want that extra layer to 
protect your core, the Solid Landy will not 
disappoint.

style: 8596 | size: XS-3XL, 4/5XL

SOLID LANDY 
SOFTSHELL JACKET

SO
FTSH

ELL
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• Secure zippered body pockets
•  Centre front zipper with inner  

storm placket
• Stay dry adjustable sleeve

• 3 Layer laminated soft shell
• PU performance backing
• Waterproof fabric 8,000mm
• Breathable fabric
• UPF 50+ 

 
 

• Windproof 
•  Warm fleece inner
• Secure zippered chest pocket
•  Zip off sleeves convert the 

jacket to a vest 
 
 

Navy

Black

Whether you’re heading to the office or 
exploring the city, our Solid Carroll Womens 
Jacket is your versatile companion. Wind 
resistant with waterproof fabric, we’ve 
designed with comfort and functionality in 
mind. The resilient 3 layer fabric ensures 
premium protection and comfort, whilst the 
zip off sleeves convert this jacket into a vest 
to suit whatever your day entails.

style: 8649 | size: 8-18

SOLID CARROLL 
WOMENS JACKET

SO
FT

SH
EL

L
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• 3 Layer laminated softshell
• 94% Polyester/ 6% Elastane 

shell
• 100% Polyester fleece inner
• PU performance backing 

 
 

• Waterproof fabric 3,000mm 
• Breathable fabric 
• UPF 50+
• 3 layer stretch fabric
• 4-way stretch 

 
 

• Windproof
• Storm placket behind centre 

front zip
• Secure zippered chest pocket
• Secure zippered body pockets

Navy

Black

Built to provide trademark Rainbird durability 
and comfort, the Dunstall is a flexible 
corporate solution made from high quality 
3-layer fabric maximising comfort and 
essential protection. The unique properties 
of the softshell fabric create a lightweight, 
easy-to-wear garment with freedom of 
movement, without compromising important 
performance features such as waterproofing 
and breathability.

style: 8491 | size: XS–3XL, 4/5XL

DUNSTALL 
SOFTSHELL JACKET

SO
FTSH

ELL
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• 3 Layer laminated softshell
• 94% Polyester/ 6% Elastane 

shell
• 100% Polyester fleece inner
• PU performance backing 

 
 

• Waterproof fabric 3,000mm 
• Breathable fabric 
• UPF 50+
• 3 layer stretch fabric
• 4-way stretch 

 
 

• Windproof
• Storm placket behind centre 

front zip
• Secure zippered chest pocket
• Secure zippered body pockets

Navy

Black

Designed to be worn close to the body, the 
McKay Jacket creates a pocket of warm air 
around you for supreme comfort, all whilst 
blocking wind and rain.

style: 8574 | size: 8–18

McKAY WOMENS 
SOFTSHELL JACKET

SO
FT

SH
EL

L
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• 3 Layer laminated softshell
• 94% Polyester/ 6% Elastane 

shell
• 100% Polyester fleece inner
• PU performance backing 

 
 

• Waterproof fabric 3,000mm 
• Breathable fabric 
• UPF 50+
• 3 layer stretch fabric
• 4-way stretch 

 
 

• Windproof
• Storm placket behind centre 

front zip
• Secure zippered chest pocket
• Secure zippered body pockets

Navy

Black

BEVAN  
SOFTSHELL VEST
style: 8492 | size: XS–3XL, 4/5XL

The Bevan is the perfect shield against 
the elements, made from high-quality 
3-layer softshell fabric to maximise comfort 
and essential protection. This garment 
is lightweight, easy-to-wear, and offers 
enhanced freedom of movement.

SO
FTSH

ELL
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Navy

Black

• 3 Layer laminated softshell
• 94% Polyester/ 6% Elastane 

shell
• 100% Polyester fleece inner
• PU performance backing 

 
 

• Waterproof fabric 3,000mm
• Breathable fabric
• UPF 50+
• 3 layer stretch fabric
• 4-way stretch 

 
 

• Windproof
• Storm placket behind centre 

front zip
• Secure zippered chest pocket
• Secure zippered body pockets

Layer up and protect your core from 
cutting winds and rain in the Freeman Vest. 
Developed using a 3 layer stretch fabric, the 
inside is backed with a soft fleece to ensure 
your warmth.

style: 8575 | size: 8–18

FREEMAN WOMENS 
SOFTSHELL VEST

SO
FT

SH
EL

L
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• 3 Layer laminated softshell
• PU performance backing
• Waterproof fabric 8,000mm
• Breathable fabric
• UPF 50+
• Windproof
• Reflec-Lite retroreflective  

transfer tape

• Ultra warm high pile fleece 
inner

• Mechanical stretch fabric
• Centre front zipper with 

external storm placket
• Bio-motion tape configuration
• Detachable stay dry and warm 

hood

• Secure zippered chest pocket
• Pen and notebook arm pocket
• Large front body pockets
• Complies with: AS/NZS 

4602.1:2011/Amdt1:2016 
Class D/N and AS/NZS 
1906.4:2010 Class F, Class R,  
Class RF

For those days when you need something 
warm and great fitting look no further than 
the Jones Hi-Vis Softshell Coat. Cleverly 
designed with 3 layer fabric and practical 
features for your everyday needs on the job 
and bonded with a high pile fleece lining for 
ultimate warmth on those cold and dreary 
days. Bio motion tape configuration will also 
keep you safe and seen on the worksite – the 
perfect combination jacket.

style: 8634 | size: XS–3XL, 4/5XL 

JONES HI-VIS 
SOFTSHELL COAT

Fluoro Orange 
/Charcoal

Fluoro Yellow  
/Charcoal

Fluoro Orange 
/Navy

Fluoro Yellow 
/Navy

AVAILABLE 
IN SOLID 
COLOUR 
REFER TO
PAGE 52
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FTSH

ELL
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• 3 Layer laminated softshell
• PU performance backing
• Waterproof fabric 8,000mm
• Breathable fabric
• UPF 50+
• Windproof
• Reflec-Lite retroreflective tape
• Mechanical stretch fabric

• Ultral warm high pile  
fleece inner

• Centre front zipper with 
external storm placket

• Bio-motion tape configuration
• Detachable stay dry and  

warm hood
• Secure zippered chest pocket

• Pen and notebook arm pocket
• Secure zippered chest pocket
• Pen and notebook arm pocket
• Zippered body pockets
• Complies with: AS/NZS 

4602.1:2011/Amdt1:2016 
Class D/N and AS/NZS 
1906.4:2010 Class F, Class R,  
Class RF

Elevate your workwear with the Ellis Hi-Vis 
Softshell Coat. Protection, durability, and 
style come together in this tailored design 
for women on the worksite. The 3-layer 
stretch fabric and ultra-warm high pile 
fleece inner ensure your utmost comfort 
while the segmented tape in a bio motion 
configuration adds safety and style all in one. 

style: 8678 | size: 8-20

ELLIS HI-VIS  
SOFTSHELL COAT

Fluoro Orange 
/Navy

Fluoro Yellow 
/Navy

Fluoro Orange 
/Charcoal

Fluoro Yellow 
/Charcoal

AVAILABLE 
IN SOLID 

COLOURS 
REFER TO  
PAGE 53
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• 3 Layer laminated softshell
• PU performance backing
• Waterproof fabric 8,000mm
• Breathable fabric
• UPF 50+
• Windproof
• Reflec-Lite retroreflective tape 

• Warm fleece inner
• Mechanical stretch fabric
• Centre front waterproof zipper 

with inner storm placket
• Zip off sleeves convert the 

jacket to a vest
• Secure zippered chest pocket 

• Secure zippered body pockets
• Stay dry adjustable sleeve
• Complies with: AS/NZS 

4602.1:2011/Amdt1:2016 
Class D/N and AS/NZS 
1906.4:2010 Class F, Class R,  
Class RF

Create a pocket of insulative air around 
you in our Landy Jacket. Designed to be 
worn close to the body, the fabric not only 
protects against wind and rain, it’s also 
backed with a soft fleece inner to help keep 
you comfortable and warm.
* Textile House owns the Intellectual Property on this 
design

style: 8430 | size: S–3XL, 4/5XL 

LANDY SOFTSHELL 
JACKET

Fluoro Orange 
/Charcoal

Fluoro Yellow 
/Charcoal

Fluoro Orange 
/Navy

Fluoro Yellow 
/Navy

 Fluoro Yellow 
/Bottle Green
(XS-3XL,4/5XL)

AVAILABLE 
IN SOLID 

COLOURS 
REFER TO  
PAGE 54
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• 3 Layer laminated softshell
• PU performance backing
• Waterproof fabric 8,000mm
• Breathable fabric
• UPF 50+
• Feminine fit
• Windproof 

• Reflec-Lite retroreflective tape
• Warm fleece inner
• Mechanical stretch fabric
• Centre front waterproof zipper 

with inner storm placket
• Zip off sleeves convert the 

jacket to a vest 

• Secure zippered body pockets
• Complies with: AS/NZS 

4602.1:2011/Amdt1:2016 
Class D/N and AS/NZS 
1906.4:2010 Class F, Class R,  
Class RF

Being out in the cold and wind is hard work, 
so lighten the load with our Carroll Jacket. 
Designed to be worn close to the body, the 
fabric not only protects against wind and 
rain, it’s also backed with a soft fleece inner 
to help keep you comfortable and warm.

style: 8527 | size: 8–20

CARROLL WOMENS  
SOFTSHELL JACKET

Fluoro Orange 
/Navy

Fluoro Yellow
/Navy

AVAILABLE 
IN SOLID 

COLOURS 
REFER TO  
PAGE 55
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Pebble  Marle

Fig  Marle

• 80% Recycled Polyester 
• 20% Polyester  
• Knit face 
• Quick drying 

 
 
 

• Brushed on inner
• Hand warmer body pockets
• 300gsm weight
• Lightweight 

 
 
 

• Feminine fit
• Easy care 
• Stretch 

For soft, feel good warmth look no further 
than our Imai Knit Jacket. Lightweight and 
cosy this relaxed layer is perfect for your 
hiking, travelling and casual wear needs. 
Cleverly crafted from recycled fabrics, 
the Imai is kind on the environment and 
thoughtful features such as hand warmer 
pockets and a feminine fit will have you never 
wanting to take it off!

style: 5240 | size: 8-18

IMAI RECYCLED KNIT 
WOMENS  JACKET

FL
EE

C
E
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Alloy Marle

Olive Marle

• 80% Recycled Polyester 
• 20% Polyester
• Knit face 
• Quick drying 

 
 
 

• Brushed on inner
• Zippered chest pocket
• 300gsm weight 
• Lightweight 

 
 
 

• Hand warmer body pockets
•  Easy care
• Thumb opening in cuff
•  Stretch   

 

Our Elnath Jacket has the look of a knit, with 
the warmth and lightness of your favourite 
fleece, perfect for walking, golfing, cycling 
or pursuits of total relaxation. Our chosen 
fabric contains 80% recycled material, 
ensuring our environmental footprint is 
minimised as much as possible without 
compromising on fabric softness and 
garment comfort.

style: 5243 | size: S-3XL

ELNATH RECYCLED 
KNIT JACKET

FLEEC
E
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• 100% Polyester 
• 2 layer bonded fleece with 

Sherpa fleece inner
• Anti pill fleece 

 
 
 

• 450gsm Tek Fleece Sherpa
• UPF 50+
• Full length front zip 

 
 
 
 

• Zippered front pockets
• Easy care
• Warm

Steel GreyDusk Blue

Black Navy 

Our Lumber Jacket is not a pushover against 
the cold with the proven quality of Rainbird 
fleece garments. To create this heavy duty, 
hardworking classic we bonded our velvet 
soft outer fleece to a warm high pile Sherpa 
fleece. Styled to keep you looking smart, 
feeling warm and focussed on the day ahead, 
you won’t need to worry about keeping the 
cold at bay on those fresh mornings or chilly 
evenings.

style: 8471 | size:  S-3XL, 4/5XL

LUMBER
JACKET

FL
EE

C
E

AVAILABLE IN FLUORO 
COLOURS REFER TO  

PAGE 73
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• 100% Polyester 
• 2 layer bonded fleece with 

Sherpa fleece inner
• 450gsm Tek Fleece Sherpa 

 
 
 

• UPF 50+
• Full length front zip
• Zippered front pockets
• Feminine fit 

 
 
 

• Easy care
• Warm
• Anti pill Pebble Grey

Rose BlushSpiced Red

NavyBlack

Keeping toasty warm whilst setting up for 
the day isn’t so difficult anymore. We have 
bonded our velvet soft outer fleece to a 
warm high pile Sherpa fleece to create a 
fabulously functional fabric that will see you 
through the season in the cosiest comfort.

style: 5215 | size: 8–18

CUTHBERT
WOMENS JACKET

FLEEC
E
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• 100% Polyester
• 300gsm Tek Fleece
• UPF 50+
• Zip In technology
• Full length front zip 

 
 

• Lower front pockets with zips
• Hem drawcord
• Anti pill
• Brushed on both sides 

 
 
 

• Lightweight
• Easy care
• Stretch
• Quick drying

Bottle Green
(XXS–3XL, 4/5XL)

NavyBlack

The Nangu Fleece Jacket is a seasoned 
favourite for warmth and comfort. This jacket 
offers a classic relaxed fit zip through style 
with a smart stand collar and practical zip 
pockets. The plush fleece fabric has a great 
hand feel, is warm and has comfort stretch to 
ensure ease of movement.

style: 8726 | size: S–3XL, 4/5XL

NANGU 
JACKET

FL
EE

C
E

AVAILABLE IN FLUORO 
COLOURS REFER TO  

PAGE 75
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• Quick drying
• Zippered body pockets
• Drop tail hem
• Feminine cut

• 100% Polyester
• 300gsm Tek Fleece
• UPF 50+
• Anti pill 

 
 
 

• Brushed on both sides
• Lightweight
• Easy care
• Stretch 

 
 
 

Black

Reassuring warmth, cosy softness and 
relaxed comfort makes the Avoir Jacket the 
perfect layering piece for crisp days at home 
or around town. This classic style is a staple 
mid layer that won’t let you down.

style: 5212 | size: 8–18

AVOIR WOMENS 
FLEECE JACKET

FLEEC
E

Navy
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• 100% Polyester
• 2 layer bonded fleece with 

Sherpa fleece inner
• 450gsm Tek Fleece Sherpa
• UPF 50+ 

 
 

• Full length front zip
• Front zippered hand pockets
• Reflec-Lite retroreflective tape 

with ‘X’ back configuration
• Easy Care 

 
 

• Warm
• Complies with: AS/NZS 

4602.1:2011/Amdt1:2016 Class 
N and AS/NZS 1906.4:2010 
Class R

When the weather is cold, but you need 
to stay focused on the work, our Night Vis 
Lumber Jacket will not disappoint. Designed 
with 450gsm 2 layer bonded fleece, the cosy 
sherpa inner will provide the ultimate warmth 
needed for those freezing nights on the job. 
Our unique cross back and bio-motion tape 
configuration makes you visible for night 
works and meets Australian Standards for 
Night compliance.

style: 5239 | size: XS-3XL, 4/5XL

NIGHT VIS 
LUMBER JACKET

MATCHING  
PANT 

AVAILABLE 
REFER TO  
PAGE 44

MATCHING  
X BACK
JACKET 

AVAILABLE 
REFER TO  
PAGE 36

MATCHING  
H BACK
JACKET 

AVAILABLE 
REFER TO  
PAGE 37

White
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C
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Needing the ultimate protection against the 
cold? That’s why we’ve created a Tek Fleece 
Sherpa hoodie that makes sure you can be 
kept warm + seen at the same time. Wave 
goodbye to the morning chills and wrap up all 
season long.

style: 5235 | size: XS–3XL, 4/5XL

TAYLOR SHERPA 
HOODIE FLUORO

FLEEC
E

• 100% Polyester 
• 2 layer bonded fleece with 

Sherpa fleece inner
• 450gsm Tek Fleece Sherpa
• UPF 50+
• Full length front zip 

 

• Front hand warmer pockets
• Easy care
• Warm
• Adjustable stay warm hood
• Chin guard 

 
 

• Rib cuffs and hemband
• Complies with AS/NZS 

4602.1:2011/Amdt1:2016 Class 
D and AS/NZS 1906.4:2010 
Class F

Fluoro Orange 
/Navy

Fluoro Yellow 
/Navy
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• Fluoro colours: meet standard  
AS/NZS 4602.1:2011/
Amdt1:2016 Class D and 
meets standard AS/NZS 
1906.4:2010 Class F

• 100% Polyester 
• 2 layer bonded fleece with 

Sherpa fleece inner
• 450gsm Tek Fleece Sherpa
• UPF 50+
• Full length front zip 

 

• Zippered front pockets
• Reflective piping at front and 

back yoke of fluoro colours
• Easy care
• Warm 

 
 

Our Lumber Jacket is not a pushover against 
the cold with the proven quality of Rainbird 
fleece garments. To create this heavy duty, 
hardworking classic we bonded our velvet 
soft outer fleece to a warm high pile Sherpa 
fleece. Styled to keep you looking smart, 
feeling warm and focussed on the day ahead, 
you won’t need to worry about keeping the 
cold at bay on those fresh mornings or chilly 
evenings.

style: 8471 | size: XS–3XL, 4/5XL

LUMBER 
JACKET

Fluoro Orange 
/Navy

Fluoro Yellow 
/Navy

AVAILABLE 
IN SOLID 

COLOURS 
REFER TO  
PAGE 67
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• 100% Polyester
• 2 layer bonded fleece with 

Sherpa fleece inner
• 450gsm Tek Fleece Sherpa
• UPF 50+ 

 
 

• Full length front zip
• Front zippered hand pockets
• Reflec-Lite retroreflective tape
• Easy Care
• Warm 

 
 

• Complies with: AS/NZS 
4602.1:2011/Amdt1:2016 
Class D/N and AS/NZS 
1906.4:2010 Class F, Class R, 
Class RF

When you need something warm, soft and 
great fitting to simply throw on for the 
worksite, think Lumber Jacket with Tape. 
Made with our tried, tested and trusted high 
pile sherpa fabric, your warmth and comfort 
level is maximised in this 2 layer, super soft 
bonded fleece. We guarantee you’ll enjoy 
this warm fleece jacket, that not only lets you 
move freely, but is day and night compliant - 
excellent for cold jobs outdoors.

style: 5238 | size: XS-3XL, 4/5XL

LUMBER JACKET 
WITH TAPE

Fluoro Orange 
/Navy

Fluoro Yellow
/Navy

AVAILABLE 
IN SOLID 

COLOURS 
REFER TO  
PAGE 67
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• 100% Polyester
• 300gsm Tek Fleece
• UPF 50+
• Zip In technology
• Full length front zip
• Lower front pockets with zips 

 

• Hem drawcord
• Anti pill
• Brushed on both sides
• Lightweight
• Easy care
• Stretch 

 

• Quick drying
• Fluoro colours: meet standard  

AS/NZS 4602.1:2011/
Amdt1:2016 Class D and 
meets standard AS/NZS 
1906.4:2010 Class F

The Nangu Fleece Jacket is a seasoned 
favourite for warmth and comfort. This jacket 
offers a classic relaxed fit zip through style 
with a smart stand collar and practical zip 
pockets. The plush fleece fabric has a great 
hand feel, is warm and has comfort stretch to 
ensure ease of movement.

style: 8726 | size: S–3XL, 4/5XL

NANGU 
JACKET

AVAILABLE IN SOLID 
COLOURS REFER TO  

PAGE 69

Fluoro Orange 
/Navy

Fluoro Yellow 
/Navy

8552
4-in-1 

Utility Jacket

8256
Ultimate 

Jacket

Zip-In Options
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• 100% Polyester
• 2 layer bonded fleece with 

Sherpa fleece inner
• 450gsm Tek Fleece Sherpa
• UPF 50+ 

 
 

• Zippered front pockets
• Reflective piping at front and 

back yoke
• Stand up collar
• Contrast inner colour 

 
 

• Drop tail hem
• Complies with AS/NZS 

4602.1:2011/Amdt1:2016 Class 
D and AS/NZS 1906.4:2010 
Class F

Fluoro Yellow
/Navy

Fluoro Orange 
/Navy

Turn the heat up in our Maguire Vest. With 
a soft fleece outer bonded to a Sherpa 
fleece lining, your core will be delivered extra 
warmth without adding the usual bulk of a 
jacket.

style: 8546 | size: XS–3XL, 4/5XL 

MAGUIRE 
ADULTS VEST

FLEEC
E

ACCESSORIES
CONTENTS  | INDEX
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ACCESSORIES
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• Acrylic knit
• Turn up cuff
• Thinsulate insulation

style: 36002-400 | size: OS 58CM

FROST PLUS 
ADULTS BEANIE

FEATURES

Navy

Black

Black

Navy

• Polyester fleece
• Turn up cuff
• Thinsulate insulation

style: 36001-200 | size: OS 58CM

BLIZZARD PLUS 
ADULTS BEANIE

FEATURES
• Acrylic double knit
• Turn up cuff

style: 36005-400 | size: OS 58CM

WATCHMAN 
ADULTS BEANIE

FEATURES

Black

Navy

AC
C
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BlackBlack

• Polyester fleece
• Sure grip palm patch
• Thinsulate insulation
• Fingerless style

style: 15047-200 | size: XS–2XL

PEAK ADULTS 
GLOVE

FEATURES
•    Polyester fleece
•    PU leather palm
•    Thinsulate insulation
• Water and wind proof membrane

style: 15052-200 | size: S–2XL

FEATURES

SUMMIT PLUS 
ADULTS GLOVE

• Polyester fleece
• Anti pill fleece

style: 17001-203 | size: OSFA

NECKWARMER 

FEATURES

Black

Navy

• Polyester fleece
• Anti pill fleece

style: 36007-203 | size: OS 58CM

FEATURES

Black

FREEZE  
BALACLAVA

Black
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KIDS

The Puddle Suit celebrates children’s love 
of the outdoors. Easy to get on and off, 
waterproof, windproof and above all ‘puddle’ 
proof, for nonstop fun and games.

style: TK8362 | size: 0/1–10

PUDDLE 
SUIT KIDS

• Adjustable braces
• Stay dry stretch hem opening

• PU Polyester
• Waterproof 
• Relaxed fit 

 
 
 
 

• Welded seams
• Stretch fabric 

 
 
 
 
 

Navy
KI

D
S
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•  Comes packed in its own 
compact 
STOWaway bag

• 100% Polyester 
• PU performance backing 
• Waterproof 7,000mm
• Breathable 7,000mvp
• UPF 50+
• Unisex style
• Fully seam sealed 

• Fully lined
• Adjustable drawcord at hem
• Fold-away stay dry hood
• Stay dry stretch sleeve opening
• Storm placket over centre  

front zip
• Stows away into front pocket 

The iconic and classic STOWaway Jacket 
allows kids to be kids; to explore, experience, 
discover, laugh and play all whilst staying 
dry – giving parents peace of mind. Each 
STOWaway jacket is fully seam sealed for 
superior waterproofing and comfort.

style: K8004-7 | size: XS–L

STOWaway KIDS 
JACKET

KID
S

STOWaway Bag
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Black 
(XS–L)

Navy 
(XS–L)

Dreams Print
(XS–L)

Red 
(XS–L)

Forest Green
(XS–L)

Dino Print
(XS–L)

Royal 
(XS–L)

Orchid 
(XS–L)
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Y E A R S  O F  T H E

We’re proudly marking 20 years of our renowned Rainbird STOWaway Jacket!

Adored for its high quality, unbeatable functionality and pop of colours, our 
STOW has certainly made its mark in the hearts of Australians as an iconic 
outdoor essential. We love hearing tales of our STOW being a family favourite, 
growing alongside families and their adventures through the years. It’s a family 
tradition of staying warm, dry and protected no matter the weather. So,  
here’s to 20 years of bringing good mood to bad weather and to countless 
more ahead.
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• 100% Polyester
• PU performance backing
• Waterproof 7,000mm
• Breathable 7,000mvp
• UPF 50+
• Unisex style 

 

• Fully seam sealed
• Zippered leg gussets allow  

you to easily put pants on  
over shoes

• Stretch comfort waistband  
with drawcord adjustment 
 

• Rear zip pocket
• Pocket access
• Stows away into back pocket
• Comes packed in its own 

compact 
STOWaway bag

With high quality construction and a soft 
hand feel, the STOWaway Overpant is 
always a favourite. The waterproof and 
breathable STOWaway pant with all-season 
features offers solid protection when a 
downpour sets in. And best of all, the 
STOWaway does exactly that, it all folds 
down into a small take anywhere package.

style: K8003-7 | size: XS–L

STOWaway KIDS 
OVERPANT

NavyBlack

STOWaway Bag

AVAILABLE 
IN ADULTS 
REFER TO
PAGE 50

KID
S
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SIZE CHARTS

WOMENS SIZE CHART

Womens Size Bust (cm) Waist (cm) Hip (cm)

6 80-84 65-69 90-94

8 85-89 70-74 95-99

10 90-94 75-79 100-104

12 95-99 80-84 105-109

14 100-104 85-89 110-114

16 105-109 90-94 115-119

18 110-114 95-99 120-124

MENS/UNISEX SIZE CHART

Men’s Size Pant Size Chest (cm) Waist (cm)
XS 30 92-96 77-81
S 32 97-101 82-86
M 34 102-106 87-91

L 36 107-111 92-96
XL 38 112-116 97-101

2XL 40 117-121 102-106
3XL 42 122-126 107-111

4/5XL 44-46 132-141 127-136
6/7XL 48 142-146 137-146

KIDS SIZE CHART

Kid’s Size Height (cm) Chest (cm) Waist (cm)
0 / 1 77-87 52-55 52-53

2 / XXS 88-102 56-59 54-55

4 / XS 103-114 60-63 56-57
6 / S 115-126 64-67 58-59

8 / M 127-136 68-72 60-62
10 / M 137-149 73-77 63-65
12 / L 150-159 78-82 66-68
14 / L 160-169 83-87 69-70

GLOVES MEASUREMENT GUIDE

Mens/Adults Gloves (cm)

Size XS/7.5 S/8 M/8.5 L/9 XL/9.5 2XL/10

Palm 
length

16-17 17.5-
18.5

18.5-
19.5

19.5-
20.5

20.5-
21.5

21.5-
22.5

Use the size charts to determine your size. If your 
measurements correspond to different sizes, choose 
the size according to your chest measurement for 
jackets and waist measurement for pants.

How to measure: 
1. Measure chest/bust at the fullest part, ensuring 

tape measure stays horizontal.
2.  Measure waist at natural waistline, a few 

centimetres above the bellybutton.
3. Measure at the widest part of the hip. 

HEADWEAR MEASUREMENT GUIDE

Size OSFA

Mens/Unisex head circumference 58cm

Womens head circumference 56cm

HEAD CIRCUMFERENCE
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PG  STYLE #  NAME 

WARMTH
7 8662 Kuma Kit
8 8661 Zeta Womens Kit
9  8647  Altair Coat 
10  8643 Lyra Womens Parka  
11 8584  Cirrus Parka 
12  8621  Hestia Womens Coat  
13  8631  Elara Womens Urban Puffer
14  8578 Pilot Jacket  

WARMTH HIGH VIS
15 8677 Cahill Hi-Vis Jacket
16 8663 Whitten 3-in-1 Kit
17  8552  4-in-1 Utility Jacket & Vest  
18  8553  Reversible Utility Vest  
19  8581  Healy 4-in-1 Jacket & Vest 
20  8635 Southern Parka 
21  8485  Sentinel Jacket 

SHELLS
23  8592 Deneb Shell Jacket 
24  8593 Polaris Womens Shell Jacket 
25 8666 Hadar 2.5 Jacket
26 8665 Agena 2.5 Womens Jacket
27 8668 Wolf Jacket
28 8667 Malin Womens Jacket
29 8674 Sedna Shell Jacket
30 8675 Halley Womens Shell Jacket
31 817 Cascade Jacket
32 8669 Eales Long Jacket 

SHELLS HIGH VIS
33 8361 Base Set 
34  8256 Ultimate Jacket 
35  8577 Northern Jacket 
36  8622 Night Vis X Back Jacket
37 8653 Night Vis H Back Jacket
38  8524 Shelter Jacket 
39 8466 Assist Jacket
40 8670 Eales Long Jacket with Tape  
41  8336 Barrier Jacket 

PANTS
43  8525 Shelter Pant 
44  8623 Night Vis Overpant 
45  8271 Utility Pant 
46  8337 Barrier Pant
Also refer STOWaways and Kids for Pants

STOWAWAY
48  8004-7 STOWaway Jacket 
50  8003-7 STOWaway Overpant

 

PG  STYLE #  NAME 

SOFTSHELL
52  8637 Solid Jones Softshell Coat
53 8664 Ellis Womens Softshell Coat 
54  8596 Solid Landy Softshell Jacket 
55  8649 Solid Carroll  Womens Jacket 
56  8491 Dunstall Softshell Jacket 
57  8574 McKay Womens Softshell Jacket
58 8492 Bevan Softshell Vest 
59 8575 Freeman Womens Softshell Vest

SOFTSHELL HIGH VIS
60  8634 Jones Hi-Vis Softshell Coat
61 8678 Ellis Hi-Vis Softshell Coat 
62  8430 Landy Softshell Jacket 
63 8527 Carroll Womens Softshell Jacket 

FLEECE
65  5240 Imai Recycled Knit Womens Jacket
66  5243 Elnath Recycled Knit Jacket  
67 8471 Lumber Jacket 
68  5215 Cuthbert Womens Jacket 
69 8726 Nangu Jacket 
70  5212 Avoir Womens Fleece Jacket 

FLEECE HIGH VIS
71  5239 Night Vis Lumber Jacket 
72 5235 Taylor Sherpa Hoodie Fluoro  
73  8471 Lumber Jacket
74 5238 Lumber Jacket with Tape 
75  8726 Nangu Jacket  
76  8546 Maguire Adults Vest 

ACCESSORIES
78  36002-400 Frost Plus Adults Beanie 
78  36001-200 Blizzard Plus Adults Beanie
78  36005-400 Watchman Adults Beanie

79  17001-203 Neckwarmer 
79  36007-203 Freeze Balaclava

79  15047-200 Peak Adults Glove 
79  15052-200 Summit Plus Adults Glove 
  
KIDS
81  TK8362 Puddle Suit Kids 
82 K8004-7 STOWaway Kids Jacket 
84  K8003-7 STOWaway Kids Overpant  
 

INDEX 
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Textile House Pty. Ltd.  
Unit 203  

25 Gipps Street,  
Collingwood VIC  

3066 
sales@texhouse.com.au 

www.textilehouse.com.au
1300 000 250
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